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Introduction

Since this thesis is purely the combining of th

knowledge of numerous important economists of the country

and a small part by some of t" less impo tant ones , it

is obvious that credit fo .ic mat .1

should go to . .Rat part That I have played in

the production of this manuscript has been little toward

the improvement of our economic situation; Hoaev:. I hope

it may have completed its in the acquainting

of what fey; come in contact , the situation as it now

stands.

This thesis has been a mere research in the present

facts vRiich are so prevelant iv, almost all of the ne\

magazines , papers, and books. There has been no attempt

to prognosticate into the future as to 3 3 trends in

our economic setups will be . However with the abundance

of professional opinion afloat , there, I believe would be

futility on my part to try to say what the situation

wil . be like in the^future.

In due appreciation of the source material that I

have obtained from the noted authorities , may * say t

^ shallbe watch] itn the k nist interest the outcome

bf their predictions.



The N. R. A. -1-

The objectives of the new deal at present are of major

importance throughout the U. S. Many of us are asking--

what are its objectives? Are there any? If we would stop

to consider the information now available in large amounts

describing the new deal, it is certain our knowledge would

be little in advance of the present significance as far as

the results are concerned. However if we are able to cor

relate a small part of our economic philosophy with the

known facts that are now confronting us, we can arrive at

some fairly definite conclusions. Namely that economic

and social conditions must oe returned to the status nec

essary for more than a bare subsistence. The measuring

stick of the desired prosperity are the standards set in

the period of high prices and ample division of purchasing

power which came in the years of 1926 and 1927. To do

this several economic factors have been resorted to: Name

ly, regulation of industry, the increase In wages, raising

prices by putting more money in circulation, and the propa

ganda in putting the whole thing over. The effects of

course are the stabilizing of industry and the avoiding of

our so-called ups and downs in our business; namely the ef

fects of the business cycle.

These four factors that are given are of so vital im

portance that the whole success depends on the completion

as a unit of the whole of them. &s to how we shall regu-
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late industry—measures have been taken to maintain a reason

able balance between production and consumption. Hours have

been set as a standard for the day and the week. And produc

tion has been set by fixing e standard price on the products

so that the manufacturer is able to produce units necessary

for subsistence above the margin.

To increase wages, maximums and minimums have been set

up for the compensation of their services. The employee re

ceiving higher wages for shorter services and as a result an

increase in his purchasing power.

The most inclusive and essential part of the new deal

calls for higher prices. This seems rather difficult to

most of us because so few of us know really how a rise in

prices is brought about. First, I would like to bring out

some sort of a theory of what i think to be the objective

in view.

The question of money and its management is one of the

important issues before the people today, because it affects

the prosperity and happiness of every one in every part of

the country. Honey is a man made device to encourage, pro

mote and facilitate commerce and trade. It is therefore

subject to control and management and manipulation; hence

the way it is controlled and managed is of vital importance.

If it had been controlled satisfactorily in the past, the

present situation would not be in such chaos. Therefore

if we had properly managed currency we would nave had a
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definite check on the depression. ,/ith the increase of the

national debt and puolic ana private debts it is necessary

to do something, i-o do this the uollar has been substan

tially cheapened so that the people can procure dollars for

which to meet the debts. President Koosevelt stated that it

was his purpose to give the people the same valued dollar

with which to meet their obligations that they received when

suoh obligations were incurred. ,7e can readily see that the

purpose is to reduce the value of the dollar to the point

which will permit the people to liquidate rather than to

force them to repudiate their obligations.

According to the 1933 statistics the purchasing power

of the dollar was abnormally high. The administration is

attempting to lower it. The present value almost two-thirds

that of the present.

The value of money depends upon supply and demand;

hence the purchasing power of a dollar depends upon tie

quantity of real dollars—gold, silver, currency notes—in

circulation, ^ny increase in the quantity of real dollars

in diroulation lowers the value of the purchasing power of

the dollar. And conversely, any decrease in the quantity

of real dollars in circulation raises or increases the val

ue in the buying power of such dollars.

according to economists, "Double the quantity of money,

and, other things being equal, prices will be twice as high

as before and the value of money one-half." If more dol-
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lars are introduced into circulation, such dollars become

more plentiful and more cheap. As the dollars become cheap

er, prices rise; and that is what is desired.

At the present the dollar is too high in value or the

price of commodities is too low. And as the standards to

be reached, the administration has set the price level as

per 1926 at a figure quite low as compared with the present.

In order to secure cheaper money we, of course, desire to

have more in circulation but this does not mean that there

will be more coined but does mean the changing of the pres

ent value of the money now in circulation by altering its

purchasing power.

iVe ask—What has this to do with the N. R, a.? It is

the important factor in resotring us to our previous condi

tion. It is fundamental that high prices result for our

commodities, higher wages, and salaries, and therefore added

purchasing power on the part of the people. With the in

crease in money comes the payment of taxes, in interest,

and last of all our debts. More money means the saving of

our homes, restoration of personnel, city, county, state,

and national solvency.

In its regulation of industry, through production and

consumption, price fixing, and wage increase and stabiliza

tion, we are confronted with the question of whether busi

ness in the future will still have the periods of ups and

downs, whether we still have periods of prosperity and de-
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pression. In my mind it will have much effect on the busi

ness cycle. Bat first let me give some idea of the trans

gressions of time through the business cycle.

At the beginning of the period of prosperity which is

the starting link of our cycle, there is a rise in prices

spreading over an increasing number of commodities. The

increase in demand is passed on from the middleman to the

producer of the goods and thence on to the manufacturer of

producers' goods or equipment. This leads to the employ

ment of more men laoorers and higher wages, of course re

sulting in greater purchasing power in the hands of the

consumer and further stimulation to producers of ooth con

sumers* and producers' goods. The rise in prices that fol

lows becomes a general rise. Prosperity once started breeds

prosperity, becoming cumulative in effects, and creates a

spirit of optimism which exerts powerful influence on busi

ness activity. Sooner or later however checks to prosperity

begin to appear. Wages arise as competition among employers

of labor becomes keener, and labor becomes less efficient as

the need of retaining a particular job becomes less import

ant; as a consequence labor troubles arise. The increase in

the volume of bank loans finally forces the banks to curtail

the volume of new loans and renewals. And to do this they

raise the discount rates with the added caution in their

loan policy. We find also costs fixed by contract rise,

leases expire, with renewals under less favorable conditions
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and terms. Market for securities becomes congested; costs

of production rise more rapidly than the price of the pro

duct which the manufacturer is making and hence the margin

of profit tends to disappear.

The period of prosperity is one of which maladjust

ments are prone to appear in industry. 3y this is meant

that certain forms of industry are developed oeyond the ex

isting needs of the market, wnich means in turn that, while

the quantity of goods which they are equipped to produce

could be profitably sold at some price, that quantity can

not be sold at a profitable price. Bearing in mind the fact

that production is for a future market, whose absorbing

ability can only be estimated and the further feet that the

period of prosperity is characterized by magnificent optim

ism and forgetfulness of the chastisements of the past. One

can easily understand the difficulty of securing an accurate

adjustment of productive ability to the consuming ability.

When the end of the era of prosperity draws to a close,

there will rise an uneasiness toward the future again. Name

ly, the fear that prices m^y not continue to rise. This

leads some manufacturers to curtc.il or postpone their pro

jects of expansion and decrease their volume of production

somewhat.

This in turn reacts on the workers' control over goods

and adds to the difficulty of disposing of goods at a profit.

We find sooner or later, a spirit of optimism giving way to a
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spirit of pessimism. No one knows how far prices will drop

and the thought of every ousiness man is to liquidate his

business in the shortest manner possible in a period of

time. When prices finally break, production falls off rap

idly and abruptly.

Every business cycle exhibits at least two well de

fined phases of which I have described. The most of them

have two other phases, the period of depression and the

period of recovery.

During the period of depression following the period

of the crisis there is a more gradual movement. We find

that wholesale prices and prices of producers equipment

reaches their limits (low) sooner than retail prices, which

continue to fall until they are again in adjustment with

other prices. Labor is only partially employed, because

producers are more interested in working off their accumulat

ed stocks than in any manufacturing of new goods. On the

other hand the process of liquidation has brought about a

decline in the cost of production. Wages have declined and

labor has become more efficient through the fear of unem

ployment.

The period of depression is one in which there is a

complete rearrangement of external and internal relation

ships.

The period of recovery is characterised through a

rise in prices due to the response to the rise in demand.
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There is not a general rise in prices but only in some lines.

However a gradual movement extends upwardly.

The situation is favorable to a renewal of activity—

low wages and efficient labor; low rates of interest etc.,

all of which results in a rise in prices and an increase in

the profits in all lines of business.

After all we are questioned with the fact of whether

the wealth of the people should be occasionally shifted

through fluctuations in our economic conditions. Namely,

through the business cycle. It is certain that it is not

beneficial in any way to us to have to go through those per

iods of economic readjustment. To the laborer it is a dis

tinct disadvantage to go through periods of unemployment,

periods of high prices, and periods of scarcity in purchas

ing power. These periods result in a very serious curtail

ment in the scale of living, and as a result there is gener

ally a heavier loss during the period than can be regained

in the same length of time during a period of recovery. Not

only is it his own loss but he is helpless to prevent it or

to remedy the condition.

As to the effects on the entrepreneur, it may be agreed

that the intoxicating results from the periods of prosperity

is worth the after effect of the crisis and depression. 3&t

from what the most of know that an income spread over a per

iod of ten years has a greater utility than an income which

is very large the first three years and negative in quantity

fOOL 01

OREGON STATE COLLEGE
CORVALLIS, OREGON
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the fourth year and increasingly smaller during the remain

der of the decade.

Borrowers and loaners are also affected by the cycli

cal fluctuations in prices, consequently due to the effects

of the shifting of the wealth.

Likewise the effect on those having a fixed income suf

fer a reduction in the purchasing: power during the period of

rising prices and gains correspondingly when prices fall.

As a result we have entering into the picture an element 01

uncertainty.

As to tne individuals of society as a whole, there is

much to gain and little to lose by the stabilizing of busi

ness or the reduction in the area of business fluctuations.

What should we do about this? would be the natural

question before the most of us today if we really knew the

existing conditions. President Roosevelt seems to have the

key to the most logical conclusion; mainly that credit shall

be controlled. That is, through the extension of credit

there is a too large expansion of business of all types.

Secondly, the stabilising of our monetary standard, since

the fluctuation in the quantity of gold is among the funda

mental causes for the price change.

Perhaps a third item should be brought up for considera

tion in the possible ways to eliminate the business cycle.

That of the proper forecasting the future, which involves

the prediction of the future events on the basis of the course
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of the experience of the past ones. And such precautions in

the future be taken to prevent the recurrence of them.

To make the present administration a success it has in

volved a period of almost consistent pleading with the people

through publications of many sources. To most of us it has

a more broad meaning—that of the propaganda. Of the putting

of it over to the public. The president has resorted to an

extensive campaigning to secure tne peoples' confidence. To

secure the confidence it has been a very simole factor with

the aid of Roosevelt's fine political prestige, dis long

trek started with his early campaign speeches before his el

ection which resulted in his final election, followed by the

gaining of the staunch support of the congress and the prom

ise of a slow but immediate recovery. All of this has arous

ed the deepest interest and incentive to remove ourselves

from the present plight.

Since the majority of the people are not in sympathy

with the socialistic method of running the government, it is

only natural that sone consideration be given to it economi

cally and politically. And since the new deal seems to con

trol production and consumption capacities, it naturally in

volves some socialistic trends. If such be the case people

are no doubt wonaering whc.t group shall own the proauctive

wealth of the society where limited production, consumption

and ownership comes into play more stadily. As to the de

gree of socialistic trend or inclination, I don't think the
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most of us know. However we are prone to admit that capi

talism to some extent will oe eliminated. The measuring

stick will of course be the interpretations of the effects

upon ourselves. We readily interpret that private initia

tive will be eliminated to some extent, naturally, when there

is limitations put on the amount that we shall produce and

consume. On the other hand, if private initiative, unless

curtailed, will lead toward an increasing concentration of

public wealth. Namely the concentration of industrial dev

elopment into larger and larger business units; also the

concentration of wealth and income in the hands of a cer

tain number of people and the decrease for the whole of the

people.

The industrial concentration is said to be due to sup

erior efficienty of the larger industries, which enables

them to have greater bargaining power and sufficiently

large enouch to supply enough capital to enaole them to

freeze out the saall competitors. This is of course par

tially true did facts before us state that that has Deen

the tendency, whether this is right or not, it involves

the question of "peoples' rights". At the present the ad

ministration is seeking to av.oid the situation in the fu$-

ufce. If they are right or if they are wrong it is evident

that the most of us will take the affirmative side because

of the fact that the big impersonation at the head of the

administration says so.
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As to the greater concentration of wealth in the pos

session of the fewer people, it is of vital importance and

has the same bearing as industrial centralization, in such

a case we argue still that individual initiative should

still be preserved and rewarded. However through the stab

ilization program it is obvious that the tendencies will be

somewhat diverted.

We will have to give credit to the socialists for their

indictments of the capitalistic order. It is obvious that

it is right in some of its contentions of the faults of the

capitalistic regime of the present, but it is obvious that

the exaggerations of the present order and the underestima-

tions of the capitalistic results are somewhat amiss. How

ever in pondering over the socialistic program it is neces

sary to observe and see if it contains uny practioility.

In doing so we will re^er back to the price system and the

stabilization program the administration is attempting.

Namely, the fixing of prices, which imposes on somebody the

task of determining prices of different goods and services.

This is a proolem quite difficult in itself even though we

have nu.ny so-called "brain trusts1'. It involves the task

of determining of quantities to be produced and the deter

mination of individual consumption. It is necessary to

follow the fixing of wages for each class of laborers and

then to see if society is provided with the right kind of

laborers or workers. When prices have been set it is nee-
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essary to set the amounts produced and the amounts consum

ed; the difficulties increasing as the problem becomes more

advanced in authoritative control.

The problem again involves the determination of the

natural leaders of and advancing them to positions best

qualified and the giving them the requisite authority to

make their powers more efficient. How these leaders shall

be chosen, socialism offers "Public Competitive Examina

tions" and this of course places the favor in the hand of

the politician.

These questions have all been met o^ the President

with the exception of the last one which involves much dis

cussion, and until the problem of correct leadership is

solved the most of us will live in doubt.
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The Code of Fair Competition

In the following part of this thesis I will give a

resume of the nineteen articles under the code. I believe

it is not necessary to delve too deeply into the articles

because of the obvious number of technicalities. However,

I have taken each article and given to it the time based

upon its relative merits. They are as follows:

Purpose

Article I

This is an undertaking in industrial self-government

under such public sanctions as are necessary to carry out

in the lumber and timber products industries the purposes

of the National Industrial Recovery Act. It is the de

clared purpose of the lumber and timber products and adher

ents to this code, to reduce and relieve unemployment in

said industries; to improve the standards of labor therein;

to maintain a reasonable balance between production and con

sumption of the lumber and timber products, to restore the

prices thereof to levels which will avoid the further de

pletion and destruction of capital assets;and to conserve

forest resources and bring about the sustained production

thereof.

Definitions

Article II

(a) "Lumber and timber products" as used herein is de-
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fined to include (l) logs, poles and piling; (2)

sawn lumber and products of planing mills operated

in conjunction with sawmills; (3) shingles; (4)

woodwork (millwork) including products of planing

mills operated in conjunction with retail lumber

yards; (5) hardwood flooring; (6) veneers; (7) ply

wood; (8) kiln dried hardwood dimension; (9) lath;

(10) sawed boxes, shook and crates; (11) plywood,

veneer and wire bound pkgs. and containers;(12) in

respect of any Division or Subdivision additional

timber products as enumerated in Schedule "A".

(b) "Persons" as used herein includes, without limita

tion, any individual, firm, partnership, corpora

tion, association, trust, trustee or receiver sub

ject to the jurisdiction of this code.

(c) "Divisions" and "Subdivisions" as used herein re

fer to the several administrative units of the lum

ber and timber products industries which are estab

lished and are defined in schedule "A" hereof.

The Divisions and Suodivisions as initially

established herein, or as may be established here

after, or any substantial group in such Division or

Subdivision of the industry as herein defined, may

be exempted from the provisions of this code by

the Praeident or by the administrator under such

provisions of Article XII of this code.
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Administration

Article III

(a) The applicant organizations, shall with the ap

proval of the President, establish and empower

a suitable agency named "Lumber Code Authority"

to administer the code in conformity with the

provisions of the National Industrial Recovery

Act under authority of the President. This or

ganization is not to be incorporated for the pur

pose of profit. Provisions have been made for

membership of representatives of principle Divi

sions of industries, and provisions also have been

made for three non-voting members to be appointed

by and to act as advisory representatives of the

President.

(b) The authority shall issue and enforce such rules,

regulations and interpretations and impose upon

persons subject to the Jurisdiction of this code

such restrictions as may be necessary to effectu

ate the purposes and enforce the provisions of this

code.

(c) Authority was authorized and instructed with res

pect to the rules of Fair trade Practices as set

forth. Aaa any other unfair practices condemned

unfair by the Federal Trade Commission, giving fair

and due consideration to rights of employees and
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consumers in the stated industries.

(d) Divisions and Subdivisions of industries be desig

nated by authority and governing bodies thereof,

for the administration of the code.

(e) The governing of the agency of each designated div

ision or subdivision shall be fairly representative

of each group, including any substantial minority

group within divisions or subdivisions, classified

by regions, type of manufacture or other appropri

ate considerations and on the failure of any body,

the authority shall have proven the removal of such

agency.

(f) The authority shall coordinate the administration

of this code with other such codes with the view to

promoting joint and harmonious action upon matters

of common interest.

(g) The authority shall admit on cause to be admitted

to participation in any division or subdivision to

which he belongs, any persons on terms of equality

with all other persons participating therein.

Code Reports and Fees

Article IV

In order that the President be informed of the ex

tent of observance of the provisions of the code and the

extent to which the declared policy of the N. I. R. A.

is being effectuated in the lumber and timber products
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industries, the authority shall make such reports as

the administrator may require, periodically or as often

as it may direct, on wages, hours of labor, conditions

of employment, number of employees, production, ship

ments, sales, stocks, prices and other matters pertinent

to the purposes of the code as the authority may require.

And persons subject to the jurisdiction of this code and

accepting the benefits of the activities of the author

ity hereunder shall pay to the authority his proportion

ate share of the amounts necessary to pay the costs of

assembly, analysis and publication of such reports and

data and maintenance of said authority and activities.

Said proportionate share shall be based upon value of

sales of footage production, as the authority may pre

scribe for each division or subdivision.

Labor Provisions

Article V

(a) Employees shall have the right to organize ana bar

gain collectively through representatives of their

own choosing, and shall be free from interference,

restraint, coercion of employers of labor or their

agents.

(b) No employee and no one seeking employment shall be

required as a condition of employment to join any

company or union or to refrain from joining, organ

izing or assisting a labor organization of his own
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choosing.

(c) Employers shall comply with the maximum hours of

labor, minimum rates of pay and other conditions

of employment, approved or prescribed by the Pres

ident.

(d) No individual under eighteen years of age shall be

employed, except boys of sixteen years and over may

be employed in the "wooden pkg.n division and in

non-hazardous occupations during school vacations

or if there are no wage earners of eighteen years or

over in their families.

Hours of Labor

Article VI

(a) General provisions and exceptions:

(1) No employee permitted to work for two or more

employers for longer period in any week than

specified for a single employer.

(8) Exception to the standards in respect to maxi

mum hours of labor specified herein are author

ized as follows:

A. Executive, supervisory, traveling sales

force and camp cooks.

3. Regular employment in excess of such stan

dards for employees such as watchmen, fire

men, and repair crews.

C. Temporary employment in case of emergency.
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D. Seasonal operations.

E. Mfg. of wooden packages for the packing of

perishable fruits and vegetables may be

authorized by administrative agency of

wooden pkg. Division to depart from the

standard schedule of maximum hours applic

able to said mfg. for a period not to ex

ceed four weeks for any one crop. When

necessary to furnish packages for any per

ishable crop; provided that the average

employment of any individual in any calen

dar year shall not exceed the standard

schedule.

(b) Subject to the foregoing exceptions, the maximum

hours of employment in respective Divisions and

Subdivisions shall be 40 hours per week.

Minimum Wages

Article VII

(a) General provisions:

(1) Minimum compensation for workers employed on

one piece work or contract basis shall not be

less than the minimum wage hereunder for the

number of hours employed.

(2) The existing amounts by which minimum wages in

higher paid classes, up to workers receiving

$30.00 per week exceed minimum wages in lowest
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paid classes, shall be maintained.

(3) Charges to employees for rent, board, medical

attention and other services shall be fair.

(b) Minimum wages shall be paid by persons under juris

diction of the code shall not be less than 40/ per

hour unless in any division or subdivision of in

dustries the prevailing hourly rate for the same

class of employees on July 15, 1929, as determined

by the administration on statistical evidence, was

less than 40/ per hour in which case the rate shall

not be less than said prevailing hourly rate so de

termined, plus 15$ if said hourly rate on July 15,

1929 was less than 30/ per hour, provided, however,

that for wages per hour between 20 and 29/ inclu

sive, on July 15, 1929 with wages of less than 20/

per hour on that date being considered as 20/, the

./o of increase shall diminish ±kjo for each cent that

wages per hour exceed 20/ in accordance with follow

ing schedule.

(c) No minimum rate of wages for any Division or Subdi

vision shall be less than that proposed for such

Division or Subdivision by applicant industries in

the code filed July 10, 1933.

(d) Minimum rates of wages so determined in the respec

tive divisions so set up in charts given to indus

try.
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Control of Production

Article VIII

(a) Authority will determine from time to time and re

vise, not less frequently than every three months,

estimates of expected consumption, including ex

ports of lumber and timber products of each divi

sion and subdivision; and is empowered from time to

time to establish and revise production quotas.

Allotments made within divisions subject to super

vision of the authority. Said quotas shall be in

proportion to the shipments of the products of each

during a representative recent past period, to be

determined Qy the authority.

In case of imports of raw material, the quotas

and allotments may be in terms of imports so far as

may be consistent with the provisions of the act.

(b) Each person in the operation shall be entitled to

allotment. By registration the agency is assigned

an allotment. The agency giving public notice of

its receipt to all persons operating or desiring to

operate, stating the date on which the allotment

will be determined, and any person desiring to oper

ate who give the agency written notice of such de

sire 10 days before the allotment date, supported by

the agency and assigned an allotment.

(c) The allotment for each eligible person shall be de-
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termined from time to time for a specified period

not exceeding 3 months, and except as may be per

mitted under provisions of section A shall be as

follows: (I will not enumerate the following quo

tations because of repetition later, but references

may be found in any magazine or publications of the

code.)

Intermin Article

Pending the effective date of placing Article VIII

or any part thereof in execution in any Division or Sub

division, the authority may be authorized or may author

ize the designated agency of such Division or Subdivi

sion to assign to eligible persons production allotments

in hours of allowable operation.

Cost Protection

Article IX

Whenever and so long as the authority determines

that it will contribute toward accomplishment of the de

clared purposes of the code and whenever it is satisfied

that it is able to determine the cost of production, it

is authorized to establish and from time to time revise

minimum prices at mills to protect the cost of proauction

of timber products. The prices will be established with

regard to maintenance of free competition among species,

Divisions and Subdivisions and products of other indus

tries and other countries and to the encouragement of
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use of said products; axid except for export sales shall

not be more than the cost of production.

Authority shall establish by uniform accounting

practices and shall include:

1. Wages

2. Materials and Supplies

3. Overhead and administration, including trade

association dues end code fees

4. Shipping, including grading and loading

5. Selling, not including advertising of trade

promotion

6. Maintenance

7. Insurance, compensation for employee but not

insurance on standing timber

8. Taxes, including taxes on timber tributary to

and allocated to an existing mill or logging

operation, not to exceed a twelve-year supply

therefor

9. Interest paid on indebtedness representing

plant, facilities and working capital neces

sary for mills actually operating, including

mills, equipment, etc., inventory accounts re

ceivable, and timber tributary to and allocated

to an existing mill or logging operation, not

to exceed a twelve-year supply thereof

10. Discount claims paid and losses on trade accounts
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11. Depreciation: On straight line method, and

based on the fair value or the cost, whichever

is lower, on operating mills and on mill and

logging equipment, including mills and equip

ment capable of operation, plus amortization

of investments in logging and plant facilities.

12. Raw Material

(a) Logs, flitches, lumber and other partial

ly manufactured material purchased, at

actual cost, and standing timber cut un-;

der contract of purchase, at tactual cost

(b) Standing timber carried in capital ac

count, cut for current operations, at fair

current value to be determined by the ad

ministrator, without regard to greater

original cost, higher book value or ac

cumulated carrying charges.

13. Conservation and Reforestation

(a) Costs of protection of timbered and cut-

over lands, including fire protection and

slash disposal, and protection from in

sects and disease.

(b) Additional costs when incurred under in

structions from the authority in such an

amount as is warranted by market conditions

to be specifically devoted to timber con-
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servation and reforestation in accordance

with regulations prescribed by the au

thority, up to the amount estimated by the

authority to be necessary to reproduce the

equivalent of the timber converted.

(c) The costs of production for each species

determined as provided in section A, in

cluding or not including as the case may

be, or in whole or in part, capital charg

es for stumpage and depreciation, shall be

allocated by the authority to the several

items of or classifications of lumber or

other products thereof for which minimum

prices are established, in proportion to

their relative market prices over a repre

sentative period. Such allocation may be

changed by the authority from time to time

as may be found necessary, to avoid short

ages or excessive accumulations, within

any Division or Subdivision of particular

items or classifications of lumber and

timber products; but the weighted average

minimum price of all items and classifica

tions for each species shall not be more

than cost of production as determined in

section A nor less than said cost after
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deducting the capital charges specified

in items 11 and 12 (b) of said section.

Ul

(d) In determining minimum prices for any

Division or Subdivision the authority

shall establish equitable price differ

entials for products below accepted

standards of quality, as prescribed by

the authority, such as the products of

some small mills

(e) No person shall sell or offer for sale

lumber or timber products upon which

minimum prices have been established at

prices less than those so established.

No person shall sell or offer for sale

lumber or timber products to wholesale

or other distributors who have been found

by the Administrator to have violated any

of the provisions of the Rules of Fair

Trade Practice incorporated in this code

as Schedule B, except upon such terms and

conditions as the Administrator in ac

cordance with law shall prescribe.

(f) No person shall sell or offer for sale

non-standard grades, sizes, dimensions,

or classifications of lumber or timber
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products, for the purpose of evading

the provisions of this article.

(g) In the case of imported lumber and tim

ber products, minimum prices for dom

estic sale shall be determined by the

authority and such minimum prices shall

be equivalent to the minimum prices de

termined and approved for the same or

similar or competing items, grades,

sizes and species of lumber and timber

products of domestic production.

(h) The authority shall secure current in

formation concerning the competition

in domestic markets of imported lumber

and timber products, and if it shall

find that such products are being im

ported into the United gtates in sub

stantial quantities or increasing ratio

to domestic production and on such terms

or under such conditions as to render

ineffective or seriously to endanger the

maintenance of this code, it shall com

plain to the President pursuant to the

provisions of section 3 (e) of the U. I.

R. A. and petition for suitable restric

tions on the importation of such lumber
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and timber products.

(i) The authority shall issue interpreta

tions and shall promulgate rules and

regulations necessary for the enforce

ment of this Article, to prevent eva

sion and secure equal application

thereof,

(j) Minimum prices established in accord

ance with the provisions of this art

icle shall become effective 10 days

after publication thereof by the au

thority.

Conservation and Sustained Production

of Forest Resources

Article X

The applicant industries shall request conferences

with the Secretary of agriculture and such stBte and

public agencies as he may designate. Said conferences

shall be requested to make to the Secretary of Agricul

ture recommendations of public measures with the re

quest that he transmit them, with his recommendations,

to the President; and to make recommendations for in

dustrial action to the authority, which shall promptly

take such action, and submit to the President such sup

plements to the code, as it determines to be necessary

and feasible to give effect to said declared purposes.
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Such supplements shall provide for the initiation and

administration of said measures necessary for the con

servation and sustained production of forest resources

by the industries within each Division, in cooperation

with appropriate State and Federal authorities. To

the extent that said conference may determine that said

measures require the cooperation of Federal, State, and

other public agencies, said measures may to that extent

be made contingent upon such cooperation of public

agencies.

Special Agreements

Article XI

Voluntary or proposed voluntary agreements be

tween persons engaged in said industry shall not be in

conflict with the N. I. R. A. or provisions of the code

or any approved rule issued thereunder.

Cancellation or Modification

Article XII

(a) President may from time to time cancel or modify

any order, approval, license, rule or regulation

issued under title 1 of N. I. R. A.

(b) Any decision, rule,regulation,order or finding

made or course of action followed, pertinent to

provisions of the code, may be cancelled or modi

fied by the administration whenever he shall de

termine such action necessary to effectuate the
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provisions of title one of N. I. R. A.

Monopolies

Article XIII

(a) This code is not constructed, interpreted or ap

plied so as to promote or permit monopolies or

monopolistic control practices and shall not be

availed of for that purpose.

(b) The provisions of this code shall not be so in

terpreted or administered as to eliminate or to

oppress or to descriminate against small enter

prises.

Divisions and Subdivisions code

Provisions

Article XIV

Additional code provisions affecting or pertain

ing to Divisions and Subdivisions may be filed with the

authority and if not inconsistent with the provisions

of this code may be recommended by it to the President.

When approved by the President, such provisions shall

have the same force and effect as any other provisions

of the code.

Violations

Article XV

Violation by any person of any provision of this

code or of any rule or regulation issued thereunder and

approved by the President, or of any agreement entered
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into by the President, or of any agreement entered in

to by him with the authority to observe and conform to

this code and said rules and regulations or by any im

porter of any agreement entered into by him with the

said authority for the restriction of importation of

lumber and timber products or any false statement or

report made to the President or to the authority or to

the governing body or agency of any designated Division

or Subdivision, after decision by the administrator

thereon pursuant to Article XVII of this code or oth

erwise, shall constitute an unfair method of competi

tion and the offender shall be subject to the penal

ties imposed by the National Industrial Recovery Act.

Rules of Fair Trade Practice

Article XVI

(a) The Rules of Fair Trade Practice for lumber and

Timber Products Industries are specifically made

a part of this code. The authority shall make

such additions to or exceptions from said Rules,

as the agencies of the respective Divisions or

Subdivisions may request applicable in the re

spective Divisions and Subdivisions, provided the

authority finds said additions and exceptions are

not unfair to persons in other Divisions or Sub

divisions of their employees, or to consumers,

and not inconsistent with the other provisions of
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this code, or with the N. I. R. A» Upon approval

of such additions and exceptions by the Adminis

trator said rules shall take precedence in the re

spective Divisions and Subdivisions in respect of

the sab.ject matter of said additions and excep

tions, and shall be effective concurrently with

the rules so added or excepted to.

(b) The applicant industries undertake to adopt, apply

and enforce branding or marking of lumber and tim

ber products. Subject to seotion (c) hereof, all

timbers, all seasoned lumber except factory and

shop lumber, all flooring and all shingles and

lath shipped to markets within the U. S., not in

cluding export shipments, shall be branded by the

manufacturer or producer thereof or by this in

such manner as will indicate (1) its species;

(2) its grade; (3) whether it is standard or sub

standard dimensions; (4) whether seasoned or un

seasoned. All shipments, except export shipments,

by rail or oy water, of timber, lumber, flooring,

shingles and lath shall be accompanied by a cer

tificate of the originating shipper showing the

quantity and grade thereof.

(c) The Authority shall submit to the ±resident, not

later than January 1, 1932, provisions, including

proposed rules and regulations, necessary to ef-
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fectuate the requirements of this Article and to

establish other desirable certification of pro

ducts, to prevent evasion and to secure equitable

application thereof; and the said provisions when

approved shall be a part of this Code, or of the

Rules of Fair Trade Practice, and shall be effec

tive not more than 30 days thereafter.

Appeals

Article XVII

(a) Any interested party shall have the right of com

plaint to the designated agency of L.ny Division or

Subdivision and of prompt hearing and decision

thereon in respect of any decision, rule, regu

lation, order, finding made by such agency.

(b) Any interested party shall have the right of com

plaint to the Authority and of prompt hearing and

decision thereon, under such rules and regulations

as it shall prescribe, in respect of any decision,

rule, regulation, order, or finding made by the

Authority.

Jurisdiction

Article XVIII

This code, when approved ay the President, shall

apply to all persons engaged in the lumber and timber

products industries as defined herein.
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Effective Date and Termination

Article XIX

(a) The provisions of this code shall be in effect 3

days after the approval of the President.

(b) This code shall terminate on June 16, 1935, or

on such earlier date as the N. I. R. A. may cease

to be effective.

(c) This code shall continue in effect for a period

of 6 months after the date of the approval there

of by the President in order to afford to the

President an opportunity to determine upon the

recommendations of his representatives on the Au

thority, waich recommendations shall be made per

iodically or as often as the said representatives

deem necessary or advisable but in uny event not

later than 6 months after the date of approval of

this code by the President, whether its provis

ions will effectuate the purposes of title 1 of

the National Industrial Recovery Act, subject,

however, to the Amendment at any time, as herein

before provided, and subject also to reserved

power of the President to cancel or modify his

approval thereof. This Code shall continue in

effect after the expiration of said period of 6

months in the absence of the exercise of such re

served right on the part of the President.
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Schedule B

Rules of Fair Trade Practice for

the Lumber and Timber Products Industries

Section 1. Definitions—This has been covered in the ear

lier part of Schedule A.

Section 2. Wholesalers.

Section 3. Commission men.

Section 4.

(a) Buyers and agents who act as purchasers shall not

be entitled to any discounts or allowances on any

lumber or timber products sold to their customers,

stockholders, owners, partners or parties other

wise interested.

(b) Mo manufacturer shall give discounts other than

wholesalers or greater in amount than those estab

lished or filed in accordance with sections enum

erated before.

(c) Direct inter-manufacturer purchases or exchanged

of stock, between mills of same Division, for the

filling of orders sold on a wholesale basis, shall

not be considered as coming under the provisions

of this code, as regards to minimum prices.

(d) Contractual relations oetween a manufacturer and

his sales company, acting as sales agent or outlet

at cost, shall not come under the provisions of

this code as to wholesale allowances or commis-
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sions, but the sales of any such sales company

however made shall be in accordance with all

provisions of this code.

Section 5.

(a) Except for water shipment, where the credit risk

is satisfactory to the seller, lumoer and timber

products sold by manufacturers and wholesalers

shall be more liberal to the buyer than as fol

lows:

(1) To retailers—60 days net from the date of

invoice, or a cash discount of Z% of the net

amount after deducting actual freight if

paid within 5 days after arrival of car.

(2) To wholesalers—80/S of net amount after de

ducting estimated freight within 15 days from

date of invoice, balance less Z% of total net

after deducting actual freight within 60 days

from date of invoice.

(3) To industrials and ouyers not otherwise class

ified—60 days net from date of invoice or a

cash discount of 2$ of the net amount after de

ducting freight if paid within 10 days after

arrival of car.

(4) Prepaid freight shall be net and subject to

• sight draft, or to payment upon receipt of

invoice.
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(b) No lumber and timber products on which minimum

prices have been established under this code shall

be sold for less than said established prices ex

cept when sold to wholesalers under provisions of

section 2.

(c) No lumber or timber products shall be sold with

any guarantee against decline in price before or"

after delivery.

(d) Except for water shipment, manufacturers and whole

salers shall not make contracts with retailers and

or wholesalers for future shipment to retailers at

current prices for shipment over a period longer

than 30 days from date of order.

(e) In figuring delivered prices for rail shipment by

adding freight charges to mill prices, the seller

shall use the established schedule of weights for

species sold.

(f) Prices shown on order and invoice shall not in

clude any manufacturing,sales, excise, privilege,

or other tax, freight surcharge or charge imposed

upon or incident to said transaction.

(g) All quotations shall include a definite limit of

time for acceptance, but in no case shall quota

tions be for a period longer than 15 days from the

date of quotation, except on special construction

projects, not to exceed 60 days.
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(h) No manufacturer shall (or wholesaler) make carload

sales that require invoicing and delivery to more

than 3 retailers or more than one stop-over at ori

gin and one stop-over at destination. Pool car

sales of less than 10000 feet to any one customer

shall be subject to such service charge as may be

established by each of the several Divisions. Stpp

over charges, if any, shall be paid by the buyer or

buyers in addition to the invoice price,

(i) No manufacturer or wholesaler shall place stock in

transit via rail. Neither shall place stock on

consignment.

(k) The manufacture, purchase, and sale of non-stand

ard sizes, grades, and classifications of lumber

and timber products for the purposes of evading

any of the provisions of this Code is hereby pro

hibited.

Section 6. Grading and Inspection

(a) In absence of an expressed sales agreement all

lumber and timber products shall be manufactured

and graded in accordance with official published

manufacturing association grading and inspection

rUi.es applicable hereto.

(b) Manufacturers and wholesalers shall not alter

grades for purpose of evading provisions of the

Code.
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(c) They shall not misbr^nd or invoice falsely any lum

ber as to quantity, size, grade, origin, species or

condition of dryness.

(d) Official inspection when required by either buyer

or seller, shall be made only oy an official in

spector of the manufacturer association issuing the

official grading rules for the species to be in

spected. In the event of no such agreement, the

official manufacturing association grading rules

and regulations under which the lumber or timber

products are commonly bought and sold.

Section 7. Arbitration

Any dispute between parties coming within the pro

visions of this code involving .$50.00 or more and aris

ing out of transactions in respect to the sale of lum

ber and timber products, except as to grade or tally,

may be referred to an arbitration committee. When an

agreement is reached they are properly signed. In case

of no agreement, the authority may designate an agency

to conduct the arbitration. This will oe final.

Section 9. Export Business

These rules shall not apply to export business

which shall be subject to the supplemental Rules of

Fair Tr-de Practice of each Division or Subdivision.
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Conclusion

In conclusion I would like to review Article X of which

shall be of most importance to us.

I would like to show what has risen out of an ever-in

creasing conception of continuous forest lands.

The conception is proven through the ever-increasing

amount of public domain lands being set aside for forest pro

duction.

Early in history by setting aside as National Forests

and later larger areas by purchase, a nation-wide program

of fire protection, through combining of national government

and states and private interests, has sprung up. Sustained

yield became the objective on more and more national forests

and other lands.

Forest conservation by private action has encountered

many difficulties; however the idea that private and public

lands must be kept productive has gradually gained the public

eye and somehon this must be done.

Forest owners and industries, although feeling the need

of doing something, have been unable to solve the problem

but they are willing to assume their full share in a broad

program of national forest conservation.

This was the attitude of the lumber industry when the

tt. I. R. A. of June 16, 1933 opened a wide door for action.

The industry responded at once by formulating a code program

in which forest conservation stood forth as one of the basic
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objectives.

In Article X of the Code, the industry obligated itself

to undertake in cooperation with public and other agencies

such practical measures as may be necessary to accomplish the

declared purposes of conservation and sustained production

of forest resources. It also formulated a program working

out practical measures of the industry. And a program of

action by the puolic through a joint conference called by

the Secretary of Agriculture.

The first session of the Conference was held in October

24-26, 1933. And was participated in oy a group of dele

gates representing each regional division of the industry

and of public agencies, including federal, state and other

conservation agencies.

The purpose of the first Conference was to formulate a

preliminary conservation program to be submitted to the re

gional agencies of the lumber industries for critical analy

sis and suggestions prior to adoption of the final program

at a later conference.

Immediately following the conference, the proposals as

adopted were submitted to the regional agencies of the indus

try for further consideration. Each regional agency proposed

rules of forest practice applicable to its particular region,

to oe presented at a later conference.

The second conference was called June 25, 1934; they

agreed upon with unanimity a plan of procedure to accomplish
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the objectives of conservation and sustained production of

forest resources.

1. The program calls for definite action on part of

lumber industry in prompt initiation and adminis

tration of forest practices designed to promote the

conservation of its resources.

2. It calls on the Federal Government and States for a

cooperative program of public action in respect to

forest protection, public timber disposal, public

acquisition of forest lands, forest credits, taxa

tion, research and other aspects of the forest pro

gram.

All the material presented to the conference was in the

form of reports from the siz committees appointed by the con

ference for special investigation for their field.

These committees were:

I Sustained Production of Forest Resources.

Specific measures:

1. Forest Protection During Logging.

Includes

a. Responsibility for adequate provisions and prac

tical measures of fire control on individual op

erations during and immediately after logging.

b. Responsibility of each operator for protection

on his lands to the extent that he has created a

hazard, even though general cooperative fire pro-
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tedtion is in effect, but not for fire hazards

caused by public carelessness or inadequate

public fire protection.

2. Cooperative Protection against Fire, Insects, and

Disease

Industry obligates itself to endeavor to secure

action of all operating and non-operating timber

landowners in direction of cooperating with public

agencies in fire prevention and suppression and to

the extent practicable, to extent such action to

include protection against disease and insects.

3. Conservation of Immature Trees and Young Growth.

This requires care in logging so that insofar as

practicable, all young trees of valuable species

will be preserved and left without injury for fu

ture growth.

4. Provisions for Restocking the Land after Cutting.

This is to be accomplished by natural regeneration

through leaving seed trees in groups or singly or

a part of the merchantable stand as in partial

cutting and where desirable, by planting.

Industry will take prompt action to determine

the extent to which it is practicable to put the

following into effect and upon determination estab

lish standard of practice to this end.

5. Partial Cutting or Selective Logging.

To the extent practicable this shall be con-
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sidered the general standard for local measured of

forest practice. Industry will promptly take steps

including the use of studies already made, to de

termine by regions the extent to which trees of

merchantable sizes may be left as part of the grow

ing stock and in cases where this is desirable, es

tablish the necessary cutting practices and put them

into effect. Operators may submit individual mgt.

plans differing from regional standards, and if they

equal or excel such standards, may be accepted in

lieu thereof.

6. sustained yield

This shall be ado ted as the o.jectives of

forest management for individual tracts or groups

of tracts and put into effect as rapidly as various

considerations permit and owners find it advantag-

ous.

7. Division iidministrative Machinery

In each division, set up agency or agencies on

forest practices with non voting public advisory re

presentatives (State, Federal and Farm extension Ser

vices) to formulate and enforce necessary rules for

forest practice.

8. For the purpose of carrying out the above practices

furnish necessary technical and other qualified per

sonnel.
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9. Specific Division Measures of Forest Practice.

Such measures must conform to requirements en

umerated in the six headings under Sustained pro

duction.

10. allotments to Encourage Sustained Yield.

To encourage sustained yield, Lumber Code Au

thority requested to give preference in Code pro

duction allotments to operators observing the prac

tices.

11. Timber Leases.

Due consideration shall be given to the owner

ship equities involved in timber leases now exist

ing, in order to avoid unreasonable hardship in the

matter of requiring the leaving of merchantable

sizes of trees.

12. future timber leases shouid be made subject to pro

visions of Article X and enforced against both op

erator and owner.

II Public Timber Disposal

14.. Public forests to be managed so far as practicable,

on a sustained yield basis, and, where not in con

flict with private forest interests so as to plaoe

the latter also on a sustained yield basis.

15. Public timber disposal should be governed by a pol

icy of extreme conservatism, recognizing demonstra

ble demand for public timber products.
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16. There should be temporary relief legislation authors

izing reasonable flexibility in public timber sale

contracts to prevent unreasonable losses through

purchases made luring periods of high stumpage

prices.

17. Revested Land Grant Forests.

To prevent rapid liquidation of revested land

grant forests and to place this timber under forest

management, such grants should be transferred to

Forest service and managed as national forests un

til June 30, 1936, continue present basis of tax

compensation to the counties. U. S. Court of Claims

to determine the value of such property at date of

revestment and determine the respective equities of

state and counties and the U. S. Reclamation Fund.

18. Public Acquisition of ?orest Lands.

To restore and sustain growing stocks,to main

tain permanent yield of forest products, to assure

permanence of forest industries, communities and

employment, and to promote cooperative sustained

yield units, public forest acquisition as outlined

in Copeland Report. Involving 224 million acres

should be consummated, including net less than 150

billion feet of standing timber.

19. adequate financial provision for development and

management of rublic ..cquired lands.
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20. Stabilize county revenues in connection with land

acquisition program.

21. To facilitate blocking of both public and private

lands in the interest of forest management, federal

laws should at once be amended removing existing

limitations relative to state boundaries upon land

and timber in changes, and also be made applicable

to private lands outside of National Forests.

22. Clarke-McNary Act should be amended to authorize

the Secretary of Agriculture, in his discretion ,

to accept donations of lands chiefly valuable for

national forest purposes from private owners, coun

ties and states subject to federal payment of such

taxes as may be outstanding against such lands.

23. States and counties should adoot the policy propos

ed in amendments to sec. 7 of Clarke-McNary Act.

Ill Forest Credits

24. A permanent forest credits system should be made a-

vailable for the following purposes:

a. To improve the productivity of organized forest

properties, including restricting of cut to

permit bldg. up growing stock, fire protection,

annual tax payments and necessary silvicultural

measures.

b. To assist in orderly marketing of tiiaber mature,

or in exceptional cases, to withhold from market
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timber lands which it would be economically in

jurious to throw on an overburdened market.

c. To assist in acquiring tracts and assembling

them into units of economic size and location

for continuous yield operations.

d. To assist in constructing permanent transpor

tation systems within forest properties and to

connect them with common carrier facilities.

8. To assist such states as may adopt a sound

method of forest taxation which requires state

financing,

f. To meet tne above needs during the present em

ergency pending a permanent forest credits set

up.

25. The Forest Taxes situation.

It is recognized that the existing system of

state and local taxation is detrimental to conserva

tive forest management, and the federal government

should take the initiative in promoting remedial

action by the states of the following character:

a. Reduotion of the total burden of taxation on

real estate, without curtailment of necessary

public functions.

b. Improved administration of the property tax,

particularly as to methods of assessments and

collection.
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c. Adoption of a method of forest taxation which

will give appropriate treatment to forests whece

deferment of income is required.

26. It is recommended that provision be made for contin

uing a forest taxation unit in the Forest Service.

IV Fire Control

27. The £5$ of 1934 Clarke-McNary Fire Control appropri

ation which is impounded should be released or re

placed from other sources to prevent the breakdown

of forest fire protection facilities this fiscal

year.

28. In view of increased fire protection measures pro

posed under Article X of the code, it is essential

that the entire authorization of 2,500,000 under the

Clarke-McNafy Act be appropriated and made available

the fiscal year 1935.

29. To effectuate the fire control requirements of Art

icle X of the Code, Clarke-McNary Fire Control au

thorization should be increased from $2,500,000 to

$10,600,000.

30. Since many benefits, such as erosion control, wat

ershed improvement, soil and game protection, re

creation, increased national taxable wealth, etc.

inure to the public and since over half the fires

result from sources beyond the private owners con

trol, the federal government should increase its
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fire protection contribution from the present 25$

basis to a 50/o basis.

31. Control of Forest Diseases.

The $250,000 annual authorization under the

Clarke-McNary Act for native tree disease research

should be made available. The federal government

should reinstate in the budget for the fiscal year

1935 and continue appropriations for research on

recently introduced tree diseases.

32. The federal government should restore its appropri

ations in the budget for white pine blister rust

control and not limit funds for such work to emer

gency work conducted under the C. C. C. or N. R. A.

relief program.

34. Forest Economic Survey.

Federal forest economic survey should be ex

tended to include determination of logical sustained

yield units with supporting facts. For this pur

pose, a federal appropriation of $500000 per year

should be made available until survey is completed,

and thereafter provisions made for keeping up to

date survey data,

35. Forest Research.

Federal government should undertake immediate

and continued expansion of forest research to pro

vide the facts and information necessary to attain
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the objectives of Article X.

Beginning fiscal year 1932, Federal forest re

search should be progressively increased to a basis

of 2,700,000 by 1938 and thereafter by $325,000 an

nually until 1944.

36. Federal funds already appropriated for forest re

search but now impounded should be released or re

placed from other sources to permit continuation of

needed work during 1934.

37. Forest Extension

Is a public function and should be matched dol

lar for dollar basis.

38. Where extension service lacking, the government

should make such service available.

39. Federal contribution to farm woodland extension

authorized by Clarke-McNary Act should be increased

from $100000 annually to $250000 annually and an

additional authorization of $375000 is required to

meet the needs of private forest owners other than

those owning farm woodlands.

40. Protection of Markets.

Realizing the necessity of maintaining adequate

domestic and export markets for lumber and other for

est products.

41. It is essential that forest products be given proper

consideration in reciprocal tariff arrangements with
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foreign nations in establishing import and export

quotas.

43. Wood Utilization

The federal government is the largest single

owner of timoer and the largest single consumer of

timber products.

44. The federal government should interpret or amend ex

isting laws to make funds readily available for the

renewal of homes and for farm building repairs.

V Farm Woodlands

45. All forest holdings in private ownership, both large

and small, including farm woodlands, should be sub

ject to conservation measures of Article X of the

Lumber Code.

46. To secure wholehearted cooperation of farm woodland

owners, small owners of timber land in carrying out

Article X of the Lumber Code, the conference recom

mends that an emergency appropriation or allocation

of at least $200,000 be made available annually to

the Federal Agriculture extension Service for educa

tional purposes.

VI Emergency Timber Salvage

47. When timber is damaged oy fire, wind, insects, or

other causes to such an extent that its salvage can

not be effected in the usual course of operations,

there are consequent severe public losses in tax rev-
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enues, employment opportunities and valuable re

sources. It should be the policy of the federal

government to give preferential consideration to

such salvage operations in extending financial

or other aid, for the development of operating

facilities, fire protection and by other means

authorized by law.
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